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The Paper Money Laundry
By Forrest W. Daniel

(Photo courtesy Bureau of Engraving and Printing)

The Currency Washing Machine

Everyone prefers shiny, new coins and clean, crisp bills
to beat-up old money. It was ever thus, and the Treasury
Department has done its best to keep the supply of new
money sufficient to the demands made upon it—even to
the point of operating, for six years, a laundry for paper
money.

When paper money was first introduced by the United
States government during the Civil War, little thought
was given to replacement of worn-out bills. Within only
a few years a large proportion of the notes in the hands
of the people were in a sorry state. Worn-out notes were
replaced with new ones whenever they reached any of the
several Sub-Treasuries, but the notes in poorest condi-
tion were in rural areas far from the larger banking
centers. Those responsible for replacement of the notes,
postmasters and local bankers, were reluctant to send
worn-out notes to the Treasury for replacement since they
stood the liability for the total sum in case of loss. In

addition, removal of a goodly portion of a community's
currency, even for the time it took to have it replaced,
could have had serious economic results if exceptional
demands arose while it was being exchanged. In the
meantime the condition of the bills continued to
deteriorate.

In 1870, it was suggested that the Treasury be charged
the transportation of worn-out notes from and to out-
lying areas. The National Currency Redemption Bureau
was established in 1875 to return National Currency
notes to banks of issue—retaining and destroying the
worn-out notes and replacing them with new bills. These
actions went a long way toward maintaining the aesthetic
qualities of the currency.

With the passing of years use of paper money ex-
panded vastly throughout the nation and greater demands
placed a serious strain on the production capacities of
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the Bureau of Engraving and Printing; so it was sug-
gested in 1909 that perhaps some of the currency re-
turned to the Treasury for redemption might be re-issued
if it were cleaned. The Bureau undertook a study to
determine whether or not the proposal was feasible.

Experiment indicated soap-and-water washing would
remove all dirt that could be removed by any laundry
method but that grease, stains, writing, and printing ink
could not be satisfactorily removed without destroying
some of the original printing. New bills could be washed
repeatedly without fading, but older bills, with oxydized
ink, had a faded appearance after being washed.

At least 30 per cent of the notes returned by the banks
were merely soiled and could be returned to circulation
if they were cleaned. So the United States Treasury
went into the laundry business from 1912 to 1918 to
restore notes to usable condition.

Experimental machines were built to wash, size and
iron the notes. Since use of three machines, with six
operators, was impractical the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing developed its own washer.

The currency washing machine was designed and built
by Burgess W. Smith along lines suggested by J. E.
Ralph. After two years of experimentation Ralph, the
director of the Bureau, reported on May 29, 1912, that
the first machine was completed and ready for practical
use. Within two years others were in operation in Sub-
Treasuries in New York, Chicago, Boston and Phila-
delphia.

The finished machine was a combination washer-ironer
which required two girl operators, one to feed the soiled
notes into it and the other to receive and stack the cleaned
bills at the other end. Soiled bills were placed between
two endless belts of cloth which drew them into a tank
of washing solution consisting of yellow bar soap, a
germicide and bleach. The bills were subjected to rub-
bing, as the bands of cloth were alternately slid upon
each other to loosen the dirt. The washing solution was
flushed through the bills as the water was repeatedly
absorbed and pressed out of the bands by a series of
rollers. After going through a rinse a pneumatic device
transferred the bills from the wet belts to a set of dry
belts which carried them around two large gas-heated
iron rolls which dried them and ironed them flat. They
dropped from the machine sterilized, odorless, and ready
to be counted and re-issued. The entire process took
about two minutes. Capacity of the machine was more
than four thousand an hour.

The laundry was set up in the basement of the Treasury
Building, behind heavy iron bars, and was staffed with
women from the redemption bureau who were expert at
handling and counting currency. Miss Annie E. Thomas,
who transferred from the issue division of the Treasury,
was in charge of the laundry and was held personally
responsible for all the money while it was in her
department.

The notes received at the laundry were the best of
the lots received for redemption as picked out by the
counters. After they had gone through the washing
machine, the girl receiving the clean notes again made
a determination of fitness of the washed notes for further

circulation. Many more notes were rejected as unfit at
this point. The acceptable ones were counted and bundled
into packages of 4,000 of one denomination and kind and
sealed for redistribution to the banks. The extra hand-
ling at the laundry provided additional opportunity to
detect counterfeits, both before and after washing.

When the laundry got into full operation about 35,000
bills were washed daily at the Treasury. It cost 30 cents
a hundred to wash dirty notes compared to $1.30 to
print the same number. So the laundry saved a dollar
on each 100 notes. Since many of the notes were not fit
to restore to circulation, it was estimated the saving was
$300 a day.

About ten per cent of the money coming in for re-
demption actually was washed. Because smaller denomi-
nations saw greater circulation, they were the first to get
dirty and wear out. They were in greatest demand for
replacement. None higher than $20 bills went through
the washers—bills of high value were always replaced
with new notes.

Banking opinion of washed money was divided. Some
banks demanded only crisp, new bills, while others re-
quested laundered bills, saying they were softer and easier
to handle. Many payroll clerks, too, preferred the
washed bills since they were easier to handle and did not
stick together as new ones often did.

It appears unlikely that all types of currency under-
went the laundering process. Silver certificates and
United States notes were the most likely candidates for
the wash tub. There is no evidence available now one
way or the other that National Currency notes were
washed. Those notes were signed by hand by officers of
the many banks, and not always with permanent inks—
rubber stamps were used in many instances—so the
washable quality of that series would have been lowered
measurably.

The new series of Federal Reserve notes, which began
in 1914, did not go to the laundry immediately either.
A correspondence between the Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis and the Director of the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing indicates Federal Reserve notes could be
washed, but a memorandum to the Director indicated
certain printings would not stand up to washing. The
limitations placed on ink and seasoning in the memoran-
dum quite possibly could be extended to certain print-
ings of other series as well. The correspondence follows:

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS

December 4, 1915
Mr. J. E. Ralph, Director,
Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Ralph:

This Bank has an accumulation of currency returned from
circulation, part of which might be made serviceable and
could be reissued if it could be washed. I desire to inquire
whether the quality of the Federal Reserve notes are such that
they will stand washing and whether it is practicable to plan
on renovating notes that are soiled but not so unfit as to be
sent in to Washington for destruction?

Very truly yours,

JNO H. RICH
Federal Reserve Agent
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Before replying to the inquiry Director Ralph submit-
ted the question to technicians at the laundry for evalua-
tion and received the following:

December 11, 1915

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR

There is no reason why the Federal Reserve bank notes
should not be washed except some of the earliest issues which,
owing to the demand, went through the various processes of
the Bureau without the usual intervals allowed for seasoning.
These bills will probably not withstand the laundering process.

The seal, owing to the conditions of the color market, on
some of the more recent issues, tends to fade out and run,
but this defect will not exist in the present issues, as a new
and quite permanent red ink has been developed.

By actually experimenting with these notes, using the special
formula developed for use with the U. S. notes, the economy
of doing so may be ascertained. By noting the serial numbers
a system may be devised for assorting them before washing
that will reduce the unfit to a minimum.

In this connection it should be noted that the salvage of
a comparatively small percentage makes the laundering an
economical process, although the machine operators seem to
think otherwise when the percentage of unfit is significant.

Respectfully,

BURGESS SMITH

Inspector of Technical Work

While the revealing memorandum sheds a small light
on the behind-the-scenes problems of the laundry and
the Bureau, the Director answered the letter from the
Federal Reserve Bank in the following manner :

December 14, 1915
Mr. John H. Rich,
Federal Reserve Agent,
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
My dear Mr. Rich:

In reply to your letter of the 4th instant, stating that your
bank has an accumulation of currency returned from circula-
tion part of which might he serviceable and could be reissued
if it could be washed, and asking whether the quality of
Federal Reserve notes is such that they will stand washing
and whether it is practicable to plan on renovating notes that
are soiled, but not so unfit as to be sent in to Washington
for destruction, I beg to say that it is believed that it is
practicable to wash soiled Federal Reserve notes as there is
no difference between the quality of these notes and other
notes issued by the Government. The question of the estab-
lishment of a plant at your bank for this work would, how-
ever, have to be taken up by you with the Department through
the Federal Reserve Board.

Respectfully,
J. E. RALPH

Director

The bank was dissuaded from establishing a full-scale
currency laundry for its own use. The war in Europe
was causing shortages of dyes for ink and linen for paper
which would eventually lead to notes totally unsuited
to laundering.

One group, however, was violently opposed to the
operation of the laundry from its inception; it consisted
of the printing pressmen who printed the bills at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. An article, "Washed
Money, The Counterfeiters' Delight," appeared in their
publication, The Plate Printer, on January 15, 1913, and
was reprinted by the Government Printing Office as a

Senate Document. The article opened with an Associated
Press dispatch which read in part: "Alarm seized the
officials of the United States upon the discovery of a
remarkable counterfeit $5 silver certificate, the most dan-
gerous imitation of American currency since the famous
`Monroe head' $100 bill was suppressed in 1898.

"So nearly perfect is the spurious note that officials
of the cash room of the Treasury declared it was genuine
and unswervingly held to their belief that it was a washed
note. Herman Moran, Assistant Chief of the United
States Secret Service, detected slight variations from the
original, however, and stamped it unqualifiedly as a
counterfeit...."

The vehemence of the printers' opinion of the wash-
ing process was expressed in the colorful journalistic
prose of that time. The opening paragraphs state:

"The above Associated Press dispatch is an excellent
text for a discourse on the evils and dangers of washed
money. If the salaried officials of the Government will
persist in cheapening the artistic quality of the people's
money subjecting it to the grave dangers of having
spurious issues injected into it, it becomes the duty of
those qualified to do so to speak in the people's interest.
Who better qualified thus to speak than the men who
make the money of the people? We assert that the plate
printers have a double duty and responsibility in this
matter. . . . As American citizens, it is their right and
duty to champion the interests of the people when they
know that those interests are menaced by men whose
purpose is to make reputations for themselves by foist-
ing on the Government false and degrading economies.
From this high ground we will battle fearlessly for our
art and the people's interests, and will at all times join
issue with the enemies of both.

"The effect of the operation of the washing machines
is to divide our paper currency into two classes—new
money and washed money. The first class is the result
of an excellence in money-making methods which the
Government for more than half a century has striven to
attain. The engraving and hand-roller plate printing arts
had well-nigh reached perfection in making the money
of the United States, and it was as near counterfeit proof
as it was possible to make it. The washing-machine
product is the new money deteriorated and impoverished.
Old things can not be made new, and this fact will be
strikingly illustrated to all the people when they shall
see the money which the Treasury washing machines are
now turning out for them.

"Washed money is faded and lifeless. It bears about
the same relation to new money that one man, who has
been ill for a year with chills and ague, does to another
in the full bloom of perfect health. . . ."

The printers then state that by issuing "soapsuds
money" the government shifted responsibility for de-
termining the genuineness of money to the people when
even Treasury officials were hard-put to determine
whether a note was counterfeit or merely washed.

According to the printers it had been suggested that
the production of new notes by the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing in 1914 be reduced from 90 million sheets
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to 60 million sheets. At four notes per sheet this would
mean that 120 million washed notes would have to be
returned to circulation to maintain the normal volume
of money in use. They insisted this massive dilution of
the quality of United States currency would be made at
the expense of the people in outlying areas since banks
in Washington would not place washed money in cir-
culation there.

The Treasury's money laundry was short-lived. With
the outbreak of World War I the supply of new linen
cuttings used in the manufacture of currency paper was
cut off and cotton had to be substituted in part. Eventu-
ally linen had to be eliminated completely from the
paper, and since the new paper could not be laundered

satisfactorily the washing process was abandoned. The
final use of the machines appears to have been in 1918.

When return to the use of 100 per cent linen paper
was contemplated in 1921, resumption of washing cur-
rency was also considered. The Secret Service strongly
opposed the plan and the laundry never reopened.
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Assistant Treasurer of the U. S. $10 Silver Certificate
By M. H. Loewenstern

This silver certificate seems similar, at first glance, to Design No. 73 in Fried-
berg's U. S. currency book. However, it shows the heading "ASSISTANT TREA-
SURER OF THE U. S.," while Friedberg's note reads "TREASURER OF U. S." It
also differs from Design No. 73 in that the large "X" has been replaced by "TEN."
This note is a three-signature note; the seal is smaller; the engraver's name is shown
in the center of the note rather than at the right side as illustrated by Friedberg.
The series date of the note is not designated, but it is presumed to be Series 1878.
The reverse of this note is very much the same as the Friedberg except that the
engraver's name is at the bottom of the note and not on the side.

The writer has been unable to obtain information as to the purpose or reason
for the issuance of this "ASSISTANT TREASURER" note. Information has not
been available as to the number of notes issued or outstanding. Any information
will be appreciated.
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